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Robot Consulting Co., Ltd. and The CJK Group of the US formed a business alliance. Developing

the US version of "Robot Lawyer" with The CJK Group, a company specialized in legal outsourcing,

and expanding business to the US.
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Robot Consulting Co., Ltd. (Head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo. CEO: Hidetoshi Yokoyama. Hereinafter

"Robot Consulting"), a company that provides professional services in the metaverse, has formed a

business alliance with The CJK Group (Head office: Arizona. CEO: Jonathan Rossi.), a US-based

legal outsourcing firm specializing in the legal services of clients in the US and Japan. In

conjunction with this, we have begun development of a US version of our "Robot Lawyer" service.

We will expand our business to the US to improve the operational efficiency of the US law firms

(including major and global firms to subcontractors).

■About The CJK Group
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The CJK Group is a leading US and Japan-based legal outsourcing firm dedicated to
supporting lawyers at the world's largest global law firms to work more efficiently and
accurately. The CJK Group also runs legal conferences to discuss important topics in the
areas of legal tech and legal outsourcing, which are held four times a year for two days at
luxury resorts in Japan and the US.

The CJK Group's clients are the most prestigious law firms and global consulting firms and
have established good relationships. We have been able to secure major contracts to
support thousands of lawyers around the world by specializing in legal outsourcing, which
requires the management of complex data sets in multiple languages. We have the most
extensive network of lawyers in the legal ecosystem.

■Development of the US version of "Robot Lawyer" with The CJK Group
In order to expand outsourcing services in legal affairs, we will develop and begin
implementation of the “CJK AI Lawyer”, a legal affairs automation tool. This "CJK AI Lawyer"
automates and speeds up lawyers' responses in lawsuits. With more than 40 million lawsuits
filed each year in the US, some of the proceedings can be very repetitive, expensive, and
time consuming. Our AI Lawyer automates part of this process called "Discovery", to help
respond to legal discovery requests. We focus on other areas of law that are both routine
and administratively burdensome, allowing us to speed up the workload, thereby reducing
lawyers' work time and high costs.

We estimate that a task that normally takes 10 hours can be completed in a few minutes,
followed by 1 to 4 hours of fact-checking by a human reviewer, depending on the complexity
of the task. The global legal industry spends more than $900 billion on legal services, and
firms are seeking solutions to reduce their costs. The US accounts for half of the $900 billion
legal services spending. We believe our tool will free up people's time and at the same time
be an option for targeting the huge market opportunity using AI.

Using OpenAI's ChatGPT and Google's Bard as a starting point, we will utilize our
proprietary "CJK AI Lawyer". Legal support requires accuracy, precision, and data security.
Current AI systems such as ChatGPT alone are not sufficient for many legal support tasks.
The CJK Group as a company has been providing specialized review lawyers to global law
firms for many years. With the introduction of this AI Lawyer, we will extend our current AI
system with a seed set of training data specific to this industry, building a knowledge library
that will become a part of the daily routine in the practice of lawyers. The training data is a
model for our "Robot Lawyers" to continuously learn from the examples of the correct
responses by a particular lawyer's work. These models will be used as the framework for AI
Lawyer, and serve as the foundation for constant learning. As a result, the most powerful
proprietary engine will be built, and will be very useful. Attorneys, paralegals, administrative
workers, and legal assistants will benefit greatly from this powerful productivity tool that
combines the best of today's AI engines.

■Robot Consulting Company Profile
Company Name: Robot Consulting Co., Ltd.
Location: 2-6F Le Gratteciel Bldg., 5-22-6 Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
CEO: Hidetoshi Yokoyama
Establishment: April 2020



URL:http://robotconsulting.net/
Business Description: Development and sales of software using AI technology, planning,
research, development, manufacturing, and sales of robots and other products,
commercialization of robot systems and promotion of their widespread use.

■The CJK Group Company Profile
Company Name: The CJK Group
Location: 2200 E. Williams Field Rd, Suite 200 Gilbert, AZ 85295, USA

CEO: Jonathan Rossi

Establishment: February 2012
URL:https://thecjkgroup.com/
Business Description: Multilingual legal review outsourcing by major law firms, event
business
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